
Guidance for social distancing in locations at a local level

Possible inventions

Reduce unnecessary obstacles

Such as planters and A-frame 
boards. Add markings/tape to 

public seating to maintain social 
distancing.

Signage and communications 
Remind pedestrians of distance 

requirements using spray 
markings, tape or chalk

One-way movement 

Allow pedestrians to maintain 
2m (6ft) distancing.

Signing pedestrian flow

Encourage pedestrians to wait 
and allow others to pass at 

entryways or along footpaths. 

Clear directions for 
pedestrians

Provide separate entry and 
exit routes for pedestrian 

access with clear signs. 

Clear routes

Maximise access to entry and 
exit routes to minimise 

queues. 

Defined queuing areas 

Indicate where pedestrians 
should stand when queuing using 

spray markings or temporary 
barriers. 

Management of multiple 
queues 

Support different businesses 
through clear signage and the 

use of marshals as appropriate. 

Manage capacity

“Do not join the queue” signs 
provided at popular 

destinations, when capacity 
reached.

Alternative access points

Consider the need for delivery 
access, timing and essential 
access for street works and 

maintenance. 

Accessibility

Access for blue badge holders

As lockdown measures are easing and more 

businesses are opening, this guidance will support the 

introduction of social distancing interventions at local 

level.

Parish/Town Councils are required to review the need 

for social distancing measures in their area and 

deliver the necessary implementation.

Suffolk County Council has stated that 

Small-scale changes  can be delivered by 

communities themselves, without contacting them.

Possible social distancing measures can include:

• Pedestrian space

• Pedestrian movement

• Queues

• Traffic management (if this required you will need 
to complete the application form) 

Please consider the impacts of any new measures on 

people with disabilities, children and accessibility 

needs to ensure that there is balanced approach for 

all. 

https://www.babergh.gov.uk/assets/Features/Covid-19/Social-Distancing/Evidence-Template.doc


Flowchart for social distancing in locations

Review and provide 
feedback if required

Register and acknowledge 
application, coordinate 

queries for the same 
location, ensure 

town/parish Clerk are 
involved and notify the 

Ward Member/s. 

SCC to process the 
application

Update the Parish/Town of 
further information needed or 

options available including 
reviewing local level measures

SCC to instruct the temporary 
closure

3 weeks after the closure to 
review and consider reduction, 
removal or increase inventions 

Update Parish/Town of the 
outcome and that weekly 
monitoring will need to be 

completed

BMSDC Action/process

Parish/ Town Action/process

SCC Action/process

KEY

Monitor the impact and the 
effectiveness of the measure –

Parish/Town to complete 
weekly monitoring sheets 

Request approved

Further information or 
options to consider

Parish/Town to review the social 
distancing measures and 

implementation required* 

*Small-scale changes These will be local safety measures on pavements that outline queuing areas, social distancing reminders or simple painted markings on
pavement surfaces for pedestrians.
**Traffic management possible interventions:
Medium-scale changes – this including  anything that needs to happen off the pavement, or anything that Suffolk Highways will be required to deliver such as
temporary signs, barriers and cones. This may also include simple traffic regulation notices or orders, and licenses for seating, planters and other semi-permanent
obstructions.
Large-scale changes – this will include any road closures or extensive changes to how traffic is managed and semi-permanent works such as painting lines on roads,
pothole patching or works such as installing dropped kerbs.

SCC to notified the 
County  safer places cellIf the social distancing 

measures are small scale*

Please refer to 
Guidance for social 

distancing in 
locations at a local 

level (above)

YES NO

If there a need for 
medium or large 

scale** change to 
submit an 

application

https://www.babergh.gov.uk/assets/Features/Covid-19/Social-Distancing/Evidence-Template.doc

